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Round of update 

WHH mentioned the organization's involvement on high level discussions on Localization and 
Food Security and confirmed WHH plan to participate at the European Humanitarian Forum (next 
March) in the Anticipatory Action taskforce.
gFSC update: gFSC to be involved at the partnership week to be organized in Geneva (as 
discussed at previosu SAG) with possibility of showcase our work and also having a booth in the 
week of face-to-face events. gFSC is involved in few initiatives at global level: e.g. working on 
Cluster guidance on HDPN, JIAF , IASC taskforce in Localization, etc. updates will come along the 
year on each topic.

Retreat for Cluster coordinators

gFSC gave an update on the Cluster's coordinators retreat to be organized by end of January. 40 
participants (6 NGOs co-facilitators). The retreat will be held face-to-face , no hybrid 
participation is expected. SAG members contacts will be shared during the retreat and a de-brief 
for the SAG will be organized after the retreat to share key points, discussions, challenges and 
outcomes. The retreat will be also an oppportunity to discuss the strategy with CCs and their 
inputs will be incuded into the final document. Other key agenda points included: JIAF, HPC, 
Targeting, Cluster perfoprmance and anticipatory action learning

gFSC to organize a de-brief 
session after the retreat

New strategy follow up and action

After consultations with partners during the GPM, a small taskforce will work on the different 
pillars for framing the discussions into expected outcomes, activities and roles. next steps:
1. Task forces by pillar will be organized with a SAG member as a lead
2. One pager to be developed by early February by each group/pillar - MInutes of each group 
discussion during the GPM will be available for the task teams as reference to develop the 
document.
logframe and template to be re-shared for final inputs

gFSC focal point to finalize the 
groups and send a message 
SAG members to take the lead 
of each group for the 
development of the one-page 
by pillar

FSC 2022 Work-plan

Work-plan for 2023 to be initiatied: few aspects to be decided very soon: GPM organization 
(June? If so discussions and organization should start the soonest)  ad hoc advocacy initiatives 
and workshops (check various ptions). New membership for local NGOs need to be rediscussed 
and approach to be agreed withing SAG 

gFSC to send a draft of new 
work-plan
Next meeting Agenda to include 
discussions on NNGOs, GPM 
and key initiatives
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